Ibiza Regions

Sant Antoni de Portmany & West Ibiza
The west coast’s main town is a party-hard resort, close to some outstanding beaches.

South Ibiza
Utterly compelling to explore, Ibiza’s south has spectacular sights, blonde beaches and smatterings of superclubs.

Formentera
The ultimate word in barefoot beach living, this luscious, tranquil island is a delight for naturists, naturalists and fashionistas.

North & Interior Ibiza
Ibiza’s less-developed north is all about wild nature, dramatic scenery, remote coves and bohemian villages.

Santa Eulària des Riu & East Ibiza
Eastern Ibiza is blessed with a sparkling coastline of unhurried beaches, while Santa Eulària town hosts some intriguing sights.

Ibiza Town & Around
The island’s capital is historically fascinating, impossibly chic and a delight to explore.